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John Deere and DK Ultimate Sticker books are a perfect match: the brightly colored tractors and

machines make for striking stickers that readers love to play with. These informative books educate

and entertain curious future farmers, contractors, and the like!  John Deere's famous

green-and-yellow tractors now grace one of DK's most popular and successful formats: the Ultimate

Sticker Book! More than 60 stickers allow readers to create their own farm scenes, and imagine a

world where they can ride on the world's most famous tractors.
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Well what can I say. My grandson(3yrs) is a huge tractor and construction equipment fan. This

sticker book hits into his tractor and farm equipment interests perfectly. In fact he loves John Deere

green so much I'm expecting him to bleed green when he gets older. This is a nicely done sticker

book and is age appropriate for 3-6 yr olds. Not too long and not too short....just the right length.

I gave this book to my 2 1/2 year old, and wow did he love it. He loves John Deere! He didnt really

care about the part without the stickers. He decorated his door with all the tractor and animal

stickers. The stickers seemed to rip really easy, but I guess what stickers don't. I wish there had



been more stickers, but still I think a decent value. I will be buying the other Ultimate Sticker Books

for my son.

My son loved this sticker book, however, not all stickers have a place to go, and the child needs to

be able to read to do the activity alone. He's 2 1/2, so I had to show him where all the stickers went.

Nevertheless, he loved it; that's all that matters:)

Bought for my 5 yr. old grandson. He loves tractors and has a number of them along with trucks and

trailers. He has quite a few sticker books where he saves all his favorites. I am sure he would

recommend this book to other interested boys.

I got this for my 7 year old son. he loves tractors. theres not a lot of pages in the book like maybe 4

pages for the stickers to go and 4 pages of stickers that you don't use all of them. theres a lot of

stickers left over that my son put on this big barn. but he loves it.

My nephew is 2.5 and loves tractors. We bought this as a surprise for him to add to his collection of

tractor books. He loved it! I do believe that an older child would enjoy it as well because of the many

realistic tractors pictured.

The reviews about this being not many pages are SPOT ON but even after reading them I was

surprised how few pages there were!about 1/2 the pages are stickers that you stick into the other

1/2 of the pages. By the time you are done, you maybe have a 4 to 6 page "book".Nevertheless, for

a 3 yr old who *studies* tractors, and especially green ones, he likes this book.

It is hard to find John Deere brand sticker books on the market. I bought this as a gift for my 3 year

old cousin that is obsessed with anything John Deere. This book is very colorful and has so many

different types of tractors that will facinate any John Deere Lover. I am a big fan of DK Publishing

Sticker books. Most of the sticker books I own from DK are pretty thick and has a lot of content. This

one was smaller than anticipated. It is still a great sticker book and a child that likes tractors will

enjoy this book.
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